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Editor’s
Note
Dear Members
Welcome to the Summer Edition of the BAA Newsletter. The year has been quite
hectic for the Association's Committee of Management in terms of involvement with
BAA activities. A very dedicated Entertainment Committee put together some wellplanned events that was attended by many of you members and, a host of friends
of the BAA. The response has been quite phenomenal.
The Hiring out of the BAA premises has been very encouraging but, not without
some incidental damage to the property caused by a few unruly & inebriated
attendees; the damages have been repaired. Recent additions to the BAA
premises include an enclosed outdoor area that is used for Hopper Lunches and,
the addition of security cameras to ensure the safety of all visitors to the premises.
The BAA has also purchased a commercial printer that allows the printing &
stapling of all Newsletters in -house; the purchase has proved very cost effective
and ensures future savings.
A well-attended Annual General Meeting held on 21 November saw the return of
the previously elected Committee, with Mr Hermann Loos returned as President
unopposed. We also welcomed two new Committee Members, Mr Hans De Zilwa
and, Mrs Fallon De Zilwa who has replaced one of the Burgher Association's
stalwarts and a great personality; Mr Fred Clarke. Fred has resigned to pursue
other interests. We wish him & his lovely wife Carole, Good Health & all Happiness
in the future.
The new Committee & President thanks you all for your support in the past year
and, wishes all you Members, your families and Friends a Happy & Safe Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year!
Neville Davidson
Editor
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A boy is selling fish on a corner. To get his customers' attention, he is yelling, "Dam fish for
sale! Get your dam fish here!" A pastor hears this and asks, "Why are you calling them 'dam
fish.'" The boy responds, "Because I caught these fish at the local dam." The pastor buys a
couple fish, takes them home to his wife, and asks her to cook the dam fish. The wife
responds surprised, "I didn't know it was acceptable for a preacher to speak that way." He
explains to her why they are dam fish. Later at the dinner table, he asks his son to pass the
dam fish. He responds, "That's the spirit, Dad! Now pass the f*cking potatoes!"
A blonde and a redhead have a ranch. They have just lost their bull. The women need to buy
another, but only have $500. The redhead tells the blonde, "I will go to the market and see if I
can find one for under that amount. If I can, I will send you a telegram." She goes to the
market and finds one for $499. Having only one dollar left, she goes to the telegraph office
and finds out that it costs one dollar per word. She is stumped on how to tell the blonde to
bring the truck and trailer. Finally, she tells the telegraph operator to send the word
"comfortable." Sceptical, the operator asks, "How will she know to come with the trailer from
just that word?" The redhead replies, "She's a blonde so she reads slow: 'Come for ta bull.'"
A teacher asked her students to use the word "beans" in a sentence. "My father grows
beans," said one girl. "My mother cooks beans," said a boy. A third student spoke up, "We are
all human beans."
Q: Can a kangaroo jump higher than the Empire State Building?
A: Of course. The Empire State Building can't jump.
Q: Did you hear about the kidnapping at school?
A: It's okay. He woke up
A lady comes home from her doctor's appointment grinning from ear to ear. Her husband
asks, "Why are you so happy?" The wife says, "The doctor told me that for a forty-five-yearold woman, I have the breasts of a eighteen year old." "Oh yeah?" quipped her husband,
"What did he say about your forty-five-year-old ass?" She said, "Your name never came up in
the conversation."
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China's lucrative embrace of Sri Lanka stirs unease
16 October 2017

Some 600 years ago, the great Chinese explorer Zheng He and his vast armada frequented
Sri Lanka, including landing once to kidnap an uncooperative king. It was all part of the
admiral's decades-long exploration of South and South-east Asia, even to the east coast of
Africa - before China would mysteriously turn inwards again. Now, China is reasserting itself
across Asia with a scheme that involves massive infrastructure investment for cash-strapped
nations, ranging from ports to railways, urban redevelopment projects and even cultural
centres. And Sri Lanka is back in China's sights.
According to the China Global Investment Tracker, sponsored by the American Enterprise
Institute, China's investment in Sri Lanka from 2005 to this year totaled US$14.87 billion (S$20
billion). This compares with US$214 billion spent by China during the same period in all of east
Asia. Today, Chinese workers roam Colombo's shopping malls, drinking in pubs and hailing
tuk-tuks as they navigate the city with ease. Chinese migrant workers, estimated in the
thousands, throng Chinese-backed projects, including a port city rising from newly reclaimed
land in front of the city centre. Chalk up Sri Lanka as a win in China's One Belt, One Road
initiative to rebuild the Silk Road. Beijing is looking to spawn a network of land and sea links
throughout Asia and Africa to feed its booming economy.
China's latest triumph in Sri Lanka is a US$1.1 billion deal to revitalise the moribund
Hambantota Port in the south, with the aim of finally attracting the freighters that ply the busy
shipping lane between China and Europe. China's lucrative embrace, however, is proving a
stormy one for Sri Lanka as it seeks to rebuild after decades of civil war. China's presence is
also roiling Sri Lanka's relations with India, which has long considered the island at its
southern tip part of its sphere of influence. China's growing presence in Sri Lanka is proving to
be very uncomfortable for New Delhi, prompting investment plans of its own on the island.
Unease against the growing Chinese presence is palpable. The Hambantota deal involves
leasing the port and 6,000ha of adjacent land for 99 years to a Chinese company. Talks are
also under way for Chinese interests to build a US$3 billion oil refinery there, broadening the
project's appeal. "We don't like our land being given away to China," Mr Aruna Roshantha, a
fisherman, recently told the BBC. But others believe Sri Lanka, long dominated by the ethnic
Sinhalese majority, has little choice but to embrace China if it wants to thrive. "In Sinhala, there
is a saying that 'a drowning man will even hold on to a stalk of straw', and that is exactly what
Sri Lanka is doing," Colombo lawyer and writer Thilini Kahandawaarachchi said in an
interview.
cont’d ..
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Sri Lanka's 26-year war that ended in 2009 left the country's finances in tatters - its debt-togross domestic product stands at around 75 per cent. Some 95 per cent of government
revenue is devoured just to service the debt. China's ties with Sri Lanka crystallized more
than a decade ago under former president Mahinda Rajapaksa, who was desperate to turn
the tide on the Tamil Tiger insurgency in the north. The countries signed a crucial arms deal
and after a 2007 visit to China by Mr. Rajapaksa, Sri Lanka signed the initial deal to develop
Hambantota Port.
Mr Rajapaksa's regime became known for its lavish infrastructure spending, including
commissioning a southern, and still underused, airport, which the Indian government this
year expressed an interest in operating and further developing. In a stunning upset, Mr.
Rajapaksa lost power in 2015 to Mr. Maithripala Sirisena who promised to end corruption
and distance the country from China. The new government has since softened its stand on
China as the country's currency withered on world markets. "Given the agreements entered
into by the previous regime and the colossal debt incurred, I do not think the government
has much choice but to continue with Chinese investment," said Dr Paikiasothy
Saravanamuttu, executive director of the Centre for Policy Alternatives in Colombo. The
government's budget may be dire, but it is hardly doom and gloom in the rest of the country,
especially in Colombo. Building cranes pepper the skyline and the architecture is getting
bolder. There is the Altair project and its twin towers, where one creatively leans against the
other. The architect is Mr. Moshe Safdie, who designed Singapore's Marina Bay Sands. A
massive Shangri-La hotel and shopping complex is nearing completion adjacent to the
emerging port city. It is being built by Chinese workers, who arrive by the busload at dawn in
Galle Face Road each day. If Sri Lanka is getting much needed investment, what does
China get in return? Critics say Beijing gains a foothold, even a listening post, close to India.
Mr. K.C. Singh, former deputy secretary to the president of India, told Al Jazeera recently
that India would be keeping a wary eye on the Hambantota deal and other plans. "China is
not Father Christmas handing out dollar bills," he said. "They want a return on their money."
Mr. Einar Tangen, a political analyst in Beijing, told Al Jazeera that investments such as
Hambantota were helping to rebuild the country, and that is all. He said some 36,000 ships
pass the southern port each year, yet only 44 since 2015 have called at the port.
Maintaining Sri Lanka's independence, however, will be a key challenge. This time around,
the Chinese have not arrived uninvited in armed ships, but Sri Lanka, which threw out its
last colonial rulers in 1948, will chafe at any hint of becoming a vassal state.
"Sri Lanka's friendship should not come at the cost of the country becoming a battlefield for
the regional power struggles between China and India in particular or by outside influencers
interfering in internal matters and sovereignty," said Mr. Kahandawaarachchi.
The following article first appeared in the Straits Times
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S
CURRY & CHIPS
REAT RICE DISHE
OF THE WORLD

AUTHENTIC BURGHER RECIPES
PRESERVING THE VITAL ASPECTS OF OUR HERITAGE
RICE & CURRY MEALS-EXTENSIVE SNACK BAR
LAMPRAIS BEEF/LAMB PAN ROLLS
BEEF/CHICKEN/PORK BEEF/FISH CUTLETS
LAMB/CHICKEN BIRIYANI DEVILLED CHICKEN PASTRIES
FISH/PRAWN BEEF/FISH BUNS
OXTAIL/OX TONGUE SEENI SAMBOL BUNS
KOTHU ROTTI CURRY PACKS CURRY PIES/PRAWN PARCELS
TAKE AWAY CURRIES - SWEETS & DESSERTS
BEEF LOVE CAKE/CHEESE CAKE
LAMB MILK/POTATO TOFFEE
PORK VATALLAPAN
FISH SPRING ROLLS/SAMOSAS
PRAWN WADAIS
VEGETARIAN

.... AND MUCH MORE. SEE OUR WEBSITE OR REQUEST A
PRODUCT LIST
WE CATER FOR SMALL OR LARGE FUNCTIONS
WE PROVIDE EQUIPMENT & PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Tantalise your taste buds with authentic Burgher cuisine
drop in, order by phone (03) 98023732 or order online
250 Blackburn Road, Glen Waverley 3150 (Melways 70K1)
Open Monday to Friday 9.00am to 6.00pm
Saturday 10.00am to 6.00pm. Sunday 10.00am to 5.00pm
Public Holidays 10.00am to 4.00pm
Website www.curryandchips.com.au
Email glen@curryandchips.com.au
‘Friend’ us on Facebook, Follow us on Twitter
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Colombo - A Short History
contributed by Susie Cohen
Colombo is an ancient city with a fantastic heritage. A mix of rulers, cultures, and styles
have all left their own mark upon the city and given it a vibrant identity which thrills,
invigorates, and fascinates. Being extremely strategically situated, and surrounded by
ample trading resources (cinnamon being a particular boon to traders), Colombo has
long been fought over, won, and jealously guarded by the world's biggest players. This
long history and wealth of experience in international trade and customs has left
Colombo at a major advantage in the modern world.
Colombo has been popular with foreign visitors since the dawn of recorded history. It has
a natural harbour, which made it a desirable location for traders, explorers, and
seafarers. The twelfth century Moroccan explorer Ibn Battuta described Colombo as “the
finest and largest city in the Serendib”, and was mightily impressed with its appearance
and amenities. Even today, some seven centuries later, modern travellers still flock to the
area. Planet Cruise promises that a cruise around Ceylon, taking in Colombo will leave
“an imprint on its visitors forever”, and they are quite right.
However, the process works both ways. Not only does Colombo make a mental imprint
upon its visitors, but the various visitors to Colombo have, in their turn, left a physical and
cultural impression upon the city which renders it truly, uniquely beautiful. Portuguese,
British, Dutch, Indian, Sinhalese, Buddhist, Islamic, Hindu, and contemporary influences
have all left their mark upon the city, resulting in a glorious and colourful blend of cultures
which continues to render the city a vibrant and exciting place to visit or conduct
business.
The first significant foreign incursion came from the Portuguese in 1505. Dom Laurenco
de Almeida landed in Ceylon in this year, and opened negotiations with the king of Kotte
Parakramabahu VIII. They wished for permission to trade the island's cinnamon crop,
which grew in coastal areas. This was duly granted, and the Portuguese were given the
rights to exercise authority over the coastline on a quid pro quo basis, in exchange for
guarding said coastline from seaborne invaders.
A Portuguese trading post was set up in Colombo – but the Portuguese swiftly began to
become heavy handed in their approach. They drove the Muslims from Colombo and
built themselves a fort. The modern financial district of Fort Colombo is located on and
around the site of the old fort, and has been aptly described on this site as “the city's
financial and commercial heart”.

cont’d ..
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The situation was much the same when the district was a military fortress – only the tactics
were rather more oppressive. It did not take the Portuguese long to decide that control of
Ceylon as a whole would be much to their advantage, and as such they began a campaign of
Machiavellian manipulation within Kotte royal circles. A quiet word dropped in this ear, a lie
woven around that – it did not take much to make the already faction-riven Kotte dynasty
implode in a mass of infighting.
The Portuguese took advantage of this royal turmoil to extend their territory. However, they
were not the only ones to do so. The Sinhalese king Mayadunne – a confirmed enemy of the
ruling Kotte - also stepped into the breach. He brought his borders out to encompass much
of the formerly Kotte territory – driving the Portuguese back in the process. Neither the
Portuguese nor the Kotte were pleased about this. As the Lanka Sunday Times reports, part
of the original deal with the Portuguese had been to “help…to get back all the lands forcibly
acquired by Mayadunne, the King of Sitawaka”. However, Maydaunne and his successors
managed to keep the Portuguese at bay until 1593 – when the kingdom fell and the
Portuguese swept through Ceylon, establishing Colombo as their capital.
Over the course of the next hundred years, the Portuguese in Ceylon steadily lost ground
and influence to the Dutch. The Dutch had major interests in the area on account of the
Dutch East India Company – described by Jean-Paul Rodrigue in his book The Geography
of Transport Systems as “the first true multinational corporation”. Initially, much as the
Portuguese had been invited into Ceylon to help defend the island against invaders, the
Dutch were encouraged to trade exclusively in the area in exchange for assistance against
the Portuguese by King Rajasinha II of Kandy. In 1656, the Dutch captured Colombo – and,
to the surprise of nobody in hindsight, refused to return it to the Sinhalese. Colombo
continued to be the capital of the Dutch East India Company's maritime and commercial
interests in the East until the British came along in 1796. In 1796, the British captured
Colombo, and used it as a strategically important military outpost until 1815 – when the
Kandyan Kingdom was relinquished to them. At this, the British established Ceylon as the
colony of British Ceylon. Although Ceylon changed its name when freed from British rule in
1948, many institutions – the “Bank of Ceylon”, for example – continue to use the name.
Unlike their fellow European predecessors, the British set about establishing Colombo as a
major city with residential and commercial as well as military resources. It is to this period
that Colombo owes much of its historic architecture and infrastructure – although, alas, the
old fort built by the Portuguese all those centuries ago was destroyed in the process. The
next major upheaval for Colombo came when Ceylon gained independence from Britain in
1948. This precipitated a major cultural and political shift in Colombo's self-view and mode of
operation. While independence is undoubtedly a good thing in the long term, it did
cont’d ..
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nonetheless provoke an awful lot of cross-cultural wrangling, disagreement, and even
violence as cultures, released from the British yoke, jostled for supremacy and a voice in the
new Ceylon. As the Asian Tribune points out, Ceylon has a great deal of “internal diversity”
culturally. However, while the early years were bumpy, this diversity is now settling into a
vibrant and thrilling pattern which gives Colombo a unique international identity. The island's
economy has strengthened, thanks in no small measure to the financial dealings of Colombo.
Although Colombo ceased to be the political capital of Ceylon in the eighties, it remains very
much the undisputed commercial capital of the island, and continues to attract international
trade and tourism on a vast and exciting scale.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SOLUTION

Try working this out without
checking the answers!
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Heee ....Haw ...
Moses had the first tablet that could connect to the cloud.
When I was a boy, I had a disease that required me to eat dirt three times a day in order
to survive... It's a good thing my older brother told me about it.
A doctor tells a woman she can no longer touch anything alcoholic. So she gets a
divorce.
Alcohol is a perfect solvent: It dissolves marriages, families and careers.
What's the difference between men and pigs? Pigs don't turn into men when they drink.
Don't let your worries get the best of you; remember, Moses started out as a basket case.
Temples are free to enter but still empty. Pubs charge to enter, but are full. People ignore
inner peace &choose to pay for self-destruction

Who thinks these up?
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QUALITY
CHRISTMAS CAKES, SWEET TREATS
PICKLES & SAUCES
TAKE THE STRESS OUT OF CHRISTMAS AND CHOOSE FROM A WIDE RANGE
OF TRADITIONAL SRI LANKAN SWEETS, CAKES, PICKLES AND SAUCES THAT
NOT ONLY LOOK GOOD BUT TASTES EVEN BETTER.
LEMON DELICIOUS ALSO SUPPLY SHORT EATS (TRADITIONAL SRI LANKAN &
WESTERN DISHES) FOR YOUR SPECIAL OCCASIONS (BIRTHDAY PARTIES,
OFFICE FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, BABY SHOWERS, KITCHEN TEAS, AND
WEDDINGS)

THESE ARE SOME OF THE TREATS WE SPECIALISE IN
CHRISTMAS CAKE
MILK TOFFEE
LOVE CAKE
COCONUT ROCK
DUTCH BREUDHER
COCONUT ICE
YULE LOG (CHOCOLATEFLAVOURED)
MARSHMALLOWS

BUTTER CAKE
MUSTARD SAUCE
DATE CAKE
MALAY PICKLE
RIBBON CAKE
EGGPLANT PAHI
GLAZED LEG OF HAM

HAVE A RELAXED CHRISTMAS AND CALL SIMONE ON 0410 514 553 TO ORDER
YOUR QUALITY CHRISTMAS GOODS AND ENJOY THE FLAVOURS YOU
REMEMBER OF OUR ISLAND HOME SRI LANKA OR, IF YOU HAVE ENQUIRIES.
HAVE A GREAT FESTIVE SEASON FROM

“LEMON DELICIOUS”
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The
Burgher Association Australia
Donations Pledge

~

The Burgher Association Australia Incorporated (BAA) is passionate about
supporting the community and is proud to be helping make a difference in the area
of health and wellbeing. It is our goal to empower wellbeing and healthy lifestyles
across Australia and Sri Lanka. The BAA is pleased to have considered charitable
contributions, donations and sponsorships to children's education in Sri Lanka and
other charitable donations/sponsorship based in Australia
The BAA has just announced following their November 2017 Committee Meeting
that for the current year donations and sponsorships will be granted to the following.
Ÿ

Sponsorship of education to children via the Dutch Burgher Union of Sri
Lanka for up to 21 Children doing year 11 and 12 studies

Ÿ

Donation to the Royal Institute for Deaf and Blind Children in Australia

Ÿ

Donation to the Fred Hollows Foundation Australian Aboriginal Fund

Ÿ

Donation to the Brighter Futures

Ÿ

Donation to MiLife Victoria

The BAA has approved via the general committee meeting to contribute up to 30% of
its net profit per year to satisfy the commitments of the above.
The same procedure will be adopted annually at the AGM to set up a budget for
new/continued sponsorships to be adopted in the following year
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358 Haughton Road, Clayton VIC 3168

PEACE

The Burgher Association of Australia Centre is available for private hire (Dances, Birthday parties,
Anniversaries etc). The BAA Centre is located within a short walk from Clayton railway station. The
hall is licensed to hold 150 people. Tables and chairs for this number of attendees are provided.
There is usually plenty of parking across the road and a few spaces on the property. Disabled access
via ramps is available to both the front and rear doors and a disabled parking space is available.
There is also a 'horseshoe' driveway permitting the dropping off of attendees under cover.
Commercial kitchen facilities are available including stainless steel splash walls, a commercial
glass washer, dishwasher, stove, oven, hot water boiler, large freezer, refrigerator and a bain-marie.
There also is an alfresco area at the back that can be used for making the famous Sri Lankan
Hoppers, BBQs or other activity that requires a shielded outdoor space. There are multiple reversecycle heating and cooling units servicing the main hall and kitchen. There are separate male, female
and disabled toilets. More pictures are available on our website http://burgherassocn.org.au/baacentre/
How to make a booking: Call Bevill Jansz on 0419 385 462 to enquire whether the date, you wish to
hire the hall for is available. (If this phone number is unavailable please contact Breeda Foenander
on 0402 297 394) If you are a member of the BAA, the price of hiring the Centre costs $350 per day;
Non-members $400 per day. Minimum booking is 5 hours $300. Hours of operation Friday/Saturday
11AM to 12 Midnight, other days 10AM to 10PM. All bookings require a bond of $250 that is refunded
if the centre is handed back to management clean and undamaged. ($1000 for age 21+ and under).
A payment of $100.00 will be deducted from the Security Fee deposit for cleaning of the premises,
for the next day’s Events. Hiring Agreement. NB: To book the hall, payment has to be made via the
BAA Bank Account – details available on request. Depending on whether you are a member or nonmember the full fee plus the deposit of $250 must be paid to secure the date booked.
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End of Year
Ball 2016
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Burgher Association Australia
Presents

Christmas Dance 2017
at

Good Shepherd Hall
34 Academy Avenue, Wheelers Hill 3150
7.30pm to 12.30am

9 December 2017
Music By

Members
$45 Single

“Next Generation”
Sumptuous Smorgasbord Dinner By

“Jolly J”
BYO

TICKET CONTACTS
Tamaris Lourensz - 5981 8187,
Elaine or Bevill Jansz - 9798 6315
Breeda or Harvey Foenander - 8790 1610
Carol or Hermann Loos - 9827 4455
Rosemary Quyn - 9563 7298, Ashley Henricus - 9561 6212
Rita or Bert VanGeyzel - 9557 0763,
Hans De Zilwa - 0419292939, Fallon De Zilwa - 0414096774
Dyan or Neville Davidson - 97111 922
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Non Members
$50 Single

Inspirational Quotes
“Just know, when you truly want success, you'll never give up on it. No
matter how bad the situation may get.” –
“Accept responsibility for your life. Know that it is you who will get you where
you want to go, no one else.” –
“I don't regret the things I've done, I regret the things I didn't do when I had
the chance.” –
“Challenges are what make life interesting and overcoming them is what
makes life meaningful.” –
“Its hard to wait around for something you know might never happen; but its
harder to give up when you know its everything you want.” –
“One of the most important keys to Success is having the discipline to do
what you know you should do, even when you dont feel like doing it.” –
“Good things come to those who wait… greater things come to those who
get off their ass and do anything to make it happen.” –
“Happiness cannot be traveled to, owned, earned, or worn. It is the spiritual
experience of living every minute with love, grace & gratitude.” –
“In order to succeed, your desire for success should be greater than your
fear of failure.” –
“Go where you are celebrated – not tolerated. If they can't see the real value
of you, it's time for a new start.” –
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OBITUARIES
Compiled by Victor Melder
(E & O.E.)
(OCTOBER 2017)
CRUSZ – RIENZI, (17.10.1925 – 8.9.2017), husband of Anne, father of Daphne, Maria (Hakan), John
(Kim) and Michael (Joanna), grandfather of Jens, Jasmine and Ella. Brother of Maxwell, Noeline and
Jerome Crusz and Yvonne, Vernon, Noel and Hillary (all dec), on September 8, 2017, in Ontario,
Canada. (Funeral Parlour Notice)
SCHARENGUIVEL – DAGMAR, wife of J.R.N. (Bunting) Scharenguivel, mother of Anne-Marie Kellar
and Jerome (USA), grandmother of Dominic and Daniel Kellar, in Sri Lanka on September 20, 2017. 37, Piyaratnarama Road, Dehiwela, Sri Lanka. Email: < annemarie.kellar@gmail.com >. (Contributed)
RAMENADEN - ENID CHRISTOBELL, wife of late Richard Ramenaden, mother of Delrine, Deliah,
Roger (USA), late Shirani, Charmaine, late Jackie and Damien (Australia), mother-in-law of Siva, late
Michael, Aloma (USA), late Leslie, Gerard, Desmond and Cheryl (Australia), sister-in-law of late Rev.
Brother Lewis, Camilus Ramenaden and grand children, in Sri Lanka – 105/15, St Anthony's Mawatha,
Station Road, Kandana, Sri Lanka. (Daily News 2.10.2017)
PIETERSZ - QUINTUS AMBROSE, husband of late Carmen (nee Morris), father of Adrian, Jacqueline,
Dawn, Terrance, Diedrine & Dion, father-in-law of Rochelle, Darrel Joseph, Chrishanthi, Fabian
Arendtsz (Doha) & Chrishan Fernando, son of late Frank and Dorris Pietersz, brother of Audrey Harridge
(Australia), grandfather of Jannen, Alan, Darren, Braden, Preston, Triston, Jayden, Criston and Kaylon,
grandfather-in-law of Kevin Forsythe, great grandfather of Kian and Peyton, brother-in-law of Edger
Harridge (Australia), the late Melvyn & of Rani, late Bernard & of Gwendolyn, Vernon, Rebecca, late
Dodwell & of Damayanthi, late Errol & of Yvonne, late George & of Lorna, Loraine, Ralph, Melroy,
Shiroma, Sandra & Radley (Australia), Regina & John, in Sri Lanka. (Daily News 2.10.2017)
CORERA – CLARENCE, husband of Darlene (nee Ferdinands), father of Shawn, father-in-law of
Suzan, grandfather of Sheynan. Son of the late Anton Corera & Philomena Corera, brother of Clement
(Aust) and Marina (SL), brother-in-law of Petroni Corera, Angelo Jesudason, Drena & Rohan de Silva, in
the United States. (Daily News 7.10.2017)
KEIL - SAMUEL (SAM) BARNES, in, Sri Lanka on 28th September 2017, son of Barnes (dec.) and
Mary (Mona) (dec.), father of Dave, Glenn & Graham, father-in-law of Tina and Tina Hudson,
grandfather of Warren, Andrea & Jasmin, brother of Monica, Lynette, Portia (dec.), Daphne & Stanmore,
brother-in-law of Derrick, Lucian (dec.) & Somasiri, in Sri Lanka. (Daily News 7.10.2017)
JOSEPH – ROBERT, husband of Monica (nee Godridge), father of Mystic and Trevin, father-in-law of
Romesh Anandappa, in Sri Lanka. – 415/6, Bloemendhal Road, Kotahena, Colombo 13, Sri Lanka.
(Sunday Observer 8.10.2017)

cont’d ..
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PONNAMPALAM – SARVANAMUTHU (PONNA), 2.10.1940 – 5.10.2017. Son of the late
Saravanamuthu & late Sellamma, husband of Kanahambikai, son-in-law of late Kanagasabai & late
Sivapakiyam. Father of Brindha, Nilnthi & Dhilanee, father-in-law of Krishnakumar, Satishkumar and
Yogasundaram, grandfather of Sahana, Leela & Vasantha. Brother of Thavamanh Canagasabai, late
Navamany Vallipuram & Manonmany Velauthapillai, brother-in-law of Ganehsamoorthy, Ganesharajah,
Ganeshanantham, Ganeshnanthan & Ganeshwaran, in Canberra. – 33, Neales Place, Kaleen, ACT
2617. (Daily News 9.10.2017)
DANIELS – CLARICE, wife of V.C.B. Daniels, daughter of late W.E. Alvis & Agnes, mother of Michael,
Christine, Lorna and Francis, mother-in-law of Yasmin, late Bala, Raymond, Naville and Eacha. Sister of
late Babs, Gwen, Arthur and Frank, grandmother of Mickey, Marcel, Jasmin, Tanya, Darvey, Michelle,
Olantha, Victoria and Ryan, great grandmother of 6, in Canada. – 33, Cottongrass Ln, Brampton,
Ontario, Canada. (Daily News 12.10.2017)
BAKELMUN – ROGER KEITH, husband of Arosha (nee Wanasundera), father of Natasha. Brother of
Christine Dean, Ron (Aust) and Adrian (UK), son-in-law of Dharme and Lalitha Wanasundera, brotherin-law of Prasantha Wanasundera, in Sri Lanka. (Daily News 13.10.2017).
JUNKEER – JUDY PUSHPA (nee De Silva), wife of Tony (Abu Dhabi), daughter of late Sumanadasa De
Silva & Rachel De Silva. Mother of Shawnel (Abu Dhabi), Stallone (Abu Dhabi) and Sue-Ellen Bennette
(Aust), mother-in-law of Nicholas bennette (Aust). Sister of Bertram (Aust) and Errol (Lucky). (Sunday
Observer 15.10.2017)
VAN HEER – NIEL, husband of Rani Vanheer, father of Ryan. Son of late Vernon & Violet Vanheer,
brother of late Gerald, Therese and Ashton Vanheer and of Norma, Tyrone and Blanche Vanheer, in Sri
Lanka. – 261/A10, Siripura, 1st Lane, Samagi Mawatha, Palanwatte, Pannipitiya, Sri Lanka. (Sunday
Observer 15.10.2017)
VAN CUYLENBURG - ARTHUR, husband of the late Felecia Bernadette, father of Cheryl, Lourdes,
Carmen, Yvette and Yvonne, grandfather of Stuart, Brian, Gavin, Chenelle, Davina and Georgina,
son-in-law of Terry, Noel and Merrel, in Sri Lanka. - No 31 F18, Rukmalgama Housing Scheme. (Sunday
Observer 15.10.2017)
FERDINANDS – MARIETTA DOROTHY (nee Weinman), wife of Royston, daughter of late Eustace &
Dorothy Weinman, mother of Michael, Keith and Dianne, mother-in-law of Natasha, grandmother of
Trinity, Levi, Joshua and Tasmin. Sister of Francis, Carlyle, Elizabeth and Philip Weinman, in Sri Lanka.
(Daily News 17.10.2017)
DIAS – RICHARD, (6.5.1950 – 14.10.2017), husband of Sharon (dec), father of Adam and Brendan,
grandfather of Ella and Georgia, in Perth. (The West Australian, 18.10.2017
FERNANDO – LAKSIRI (LAKI), husband of Charmaine, father of Chamanti. Brother of Ramya (USA),
brother-in-law of Junior, Yohaan, Tangerine, Cheai, Jacqui and Desiree, in Melbourne on October 16,
2017. (Daily News 19.10.2017)
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KIRUPAIRATNAM – TIMOTHY, husband of late Sathiyadevi, father of Andrey Prabitha Senthan
(Aust) and Trevor Kirupairatnam (UK), in Melbourne. – 123, St James Road, Rossana, Vic 3084.
(Sunday Observer 22.10.2017)
GRAY – SWARNA (nee Munasinghe), wife of late Brian Gray, daughter of late Fredrick & Anula
Munasinghe, sister of Helen, Nellie and Manel, late Sujatha, Lloyd, Chitra, Keith and Kanthi, in Sri
Lanka. – 21/1, Pagoda Road, Nugegoda, Sri Lanka. (Daily News 23.10.2017)
FERDINANDUSZ – SYDNEY RAJA KARUNANAYAKE, husband of Daphne (nee De Motte), father of
Suraj, Sureshini, Sudharshini and Suresh, father-in-law of late Rev. Jacob Perera (Jnr) Sanjeev
Jayaweera and Tanya, grandfather of Nelika, Jason, Melissa, Sohan, Shewan, Shenali, Travin,
Shehani and Sheshani. Brother of late Analeen, Doris and Vianney, in Sri Lanka. – 16A, George E. de
Silva Mawatha, Kandy, Sri Lanka. (Daily News 26.10.2017)
HENSMAN - NESAM 'Emily' - passed away peacefully in Australia on Tuesday October 17, 2017.
Aged 93 years, wife of James Aria (Dec.), mother and mother-in-law of Shyamala and Rohan
Abeysinghe, Rajan and Ranjani Hensman, Mrinalini and Thavo Perinpanayagam, Mohini and Jega
Jegerajan, Shiranthi and Dougie Ponniah, grandmother to ten and great grandmother to seven. 11,
Windmill Court, Wheelers Hill, Vic 3150. (Daily News 26.10.2017)
PERIS - PAMELA MARLENE (nee Corner), wife of George, daughter of late Cherry and Esme
Corner, sister of late Maureen Askey, mother of Suzette Gray, Roderick Peris and Jacqueline
Samaratunga, mother-in-law of Russel Gray, Damayanthi Peris and Rohan Samaratunga, in Sri
Lanka. (Daily News 26.10.2017)
DAWSON – EVANGERLENE, wife of late Victor, mother of Michael, Edward, Sherene, Erin, late Ray,
Roy, Desmond and Andrew, mother-in-law of late Mary, Nirmala, Robert, Mark, Marjorie, Wasanthi and
Subani, in Sri Lanka. – 3/10, Raja Mawatha, Kurana, Negombo, Sri Lanka. (Daily News 27.10.2017)
SCHOKMAN – LARRY, husband of Colleen, in Miama, Florida, USA, aged 82 years. (Miami Herald
28.10.2017)
Note: All spelling of names as taken from Sri Lankan newspapers

Have a Laugh
A Sri Lankan lawyer defending a man in New York accused of burglary tried this creative
defence: "My client, Somapala, merely inserted his arm into the window and removed a few
trifling articles. His arm is not his total self, and I fail to see how you can punish the whole
individual for an offense committed by his limb."
"Well put," the Judge replied. "Using your logic, I sentence the defendant's Arm to 5 year's
imprisonment. He can accompany it or not, as he chooses."
The defendant, Somapala, smiled. With his Lawyer's assistance he detached his artificial limb,
laid it on the bench, and walked out. ...
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ENGLAND'S IRISH EXPLOITATION
by Robert E. West
PEC Illinois State Director*
--------------Records are replete with references to early Irish Catholics in the West Indies. Gwynn in
Analecta Hibernica, states: 'The earliest reference to the Irish is the establishment of an Irish
settlement on the Amazon River in 1612."(1) Smith, in Colonists in Bondage, reports: "a
Proclamation of the year 1625 urged the banishing overseas of dangerous rogues (Irish Political
Prisoners); kidnapping (of Irish) was common."(2) Condon states that the first considerable
emigration from Ireland to the southern latitudes of America was to Guiana in 1629.(3) Newton
declares that Antigua and Montserrat were occupied as early as 1632 and that many emigrant
Irish came out among the early planters and servants in these islands. (4) Dunn, in Sugar and
Slaves, asserts that, in 1636, Ireland was already a prime source of supply for servants: as
early as 1637, on Montserrat the Irish heavily outnumbered the English colonists, and 69
percent of Montserrat's white inhabitants were Irish. (5) Lenihan writes: in 1650 "25,000
Irishmen sold as slaves in Saint Kitt's and the adjoining islands, petitioned for a priest..."(6)
In 1641, Ireland's population was 1,466,000 and in 1652, 616,000. According to Sir William
Petty, 850,000 were wasted by the sword, plague, famine, hardship and banishment during the
Confederation War 1641-1652. At the end of the war, vast numbers of Irish men, women and
children were forcibly transported to the American colonies by the English government. (7)
These people were rounded up like cattle, and, as Prendergast reports on Thurloe's State
Papers (8) (Pub. London, 1742), "In clearing the ground for the adventurers and soldiers (the
English capitalists of that day) ... To be transported to Barbados and the English plantations in
America. It was a measure beneficial to Ireland, which was thus relieved of a population that
might trouble the planters; it was a benefit to the people removed, which might thus be made
English and Christians ... a great benefit to the West India sugar planters, who desired men and
boys for their bondsmen, and the women and Irish girls... To solace them."(9)
J. Williams provides additional evidence of the attitude of the English government towards the
Irish in an English law of June 26, 1657: "Those who fail to transplant themselves into
Connaught (Ireland's Western Province) or (County) Clare within six months... Shall be attained
of high treason... Are to be sent into America or some other parts beyond the seas..."(10) Those
thus banished who return are to "suffer the pains of death as felons by virtue of this act, without
benefit of Clergy."(11) The following are but a few of the numerous references to those Irish
transported against their will between 1651 and 1660.
Emmet asserts that during this time, more than "100,000 young children who were orphans or
had been taken from their Catholic parents, were sent abroad into slavery in the West
Indies, Virginia and New England, that they might lose their faith and all knowledge of their
nationality, for in most instances even their names were changed... Moreover, the
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contemporary writers assert between 20,000 and 30,000 men and women who were taken prisoner
were sold in the American colonies as slaves, with no respect to their former station in life."(12)
Dunn claims in Barbados the Irish Catholics constituted the largest block of servants on the island.
(13) Higham estimated that in 1652 Barbados had absorbed no less than 12,000 of these political
prisoners. (14) E. Williams reports: "In 1656 Cromwell's Council of State voted that 1,000 Irish girls
and 1,000 Irish young men be sent to Jamaica."(15) Smith declares: "it is impossible to say how
many shiploads of unhappy Irish were dispatched to America by the English government," and "no
mention of such shipments would be very likely to appear in the State Papers... They must have
been very considerable in number."(16)
Estimates vary between 80,000 and 130,000 regarding the amount of Irish sent into slavery in
America and the West Indies during the years of 1651 - 1660: Prendergast says 80,000 (17);
Boudin 100,000(18); Emmet 120,000 to 130,000(19); Lingard 60,000 up until 1656(20); and
Condon estimates "the number of Irish transported to the British colonies in America from 1651 –
1660 exceeded the total number of their inhabitants at that period, a fact which ought not to be lost
sight of by those who undertake to estimate the strength of the Celtic element in this nation..."(21).
It is impossible to ascertain the exact number of those unfortunate victims of English injustice
during this period, but we do know the amount was massive. Even though the figures given above
are but estimates, they are estimates from eminent historians.
The flow of the Irish to the American colonies throughout the remainder of the 17th century was
large and continuous, but not nearly as massive as between 1651 and 1660. Some of the many
statements by historians give evidence of this Irish tide. Higham reports that in 1664 the Irish took
the place of the French on St. Bartholomew's. (22) Smith claims that during the four years leading
up to 1675, already 500 Irish servants were brought to Jamaica by ships from Bristol, England that
stopped in Ireland for provisions. (23) During 1680 on the Leeward Islands, Dunn posits: "with so
many Irish Catholic servants and farmers... The English planters became obsessed with the fear of
popery."(24) Dunn also states that in Jamaica in 1685 the 2nd Duke of Aberlmarle, after his
appointment by James II, a Catholic, mustered his chief support from the Irish Catholic small
planters and servants and that the indentured servants who constituted the island militia were
mainly Irish Catholic.(25) In reporting on Father Garganel's statements, Lenihan claims: "in 1699
Father Garganel, S.J., Superior of the island of Martinique, asked for one or two Irish Fathers for
that and the neighboring isles which were 'fill of Irish' for every year shiploads of men, boys and
girls, partly crimped, partly carried off by main force for the purposes of slave trade, are conveyed
by the English from Ireland."(26)
Smith has recorded that "Servants sailed from every port in the British Isles, but by far the greater
number came from London, Bristol, Liverpool, Dublin and Cork, and, doubtless, it was principally
the merchants of Bristol, Whitehaven and Liverpool which conducted trade with Ireland."(27)
Emmet clarifies Smith's statement in detail by asserting: "the early and
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continued emigration of the Irish to this country during the 17th century has been lost sight of in
consequence of this change to English surnames and from the fact that no vessel was
knowingly allowed to sail from Ireland direct, but by law was obliged first to visit an English port
before clearance papers could be obtained. Consequently, every Irish emigrant (slave,
servant, etc..) crossing in an Irish or English vessel from either England or Ireland, appeared in
the official records as English, for the voyage did not begin according to law until the ship cleared
from an English port, and all passengers on arrival in this country (American Colonies) were
rated as English."(28)
It is also of importance to be aware of the fact, as Dunn confirmed, that most population lists for
Barbados, Jamaica and the Leeward Islands concern only parish registers of the Church of
England, all other people were essentially ignored in the head count."(29). The English
government variously referred to Irish to be transported as rogues, vagabonds, rebels, neutrals,
felons, military prisoners, teachers, priests, maidens etc. All historians call them servants,
bondsman, indentured servants, slaves, etc., and agree that they were all political victims. The
plain facts are that most were treated as slaves. After their land was confiscated by England,
which drove them from their ancestral homes to forage for roots like animals, they were
kidnapped, rounded up and driven like cattle to waiting ships and transported to English colonies
in America, never to see their country again. They were the victims of what many called the
immense "Irish Slave Trade."
All writers on the 17th century American colonies are in agreement that the treatment of white
servants or white slaves in English colonies was cruel to the extreme, worse than that of black
slaves; that inhuman treatment was the norm, that torture (and branding FT, fugitive traitor, on
the forehead) was the punishment for attempted escape. Dunn stated: "Servants were punished
by whipping, strung up by the hands and matches lighted between their fingers, beaten over the
head until blood ran," --all this on the slightest provocation. (30) Ligon, an eyewitness in
Barbados from 1647-1650 said, "Truly, I have seen cruelty there done to servants as I did not
think one Christian could have done to another."(31)
It is a matter of great importance to realize that most of the white slaves, servants and small
farmers abandoned the West Indies for the mainland colonies in America. Dunn reports:
“Between 1678 and 1713, Leeward sugar planters became more rich and powerful and
controlled all local councils and assemblies so white servants and small farmers abandoned the
Leeward Islands."(32) Craven said that between 1643 and 1667, about 12,000 left Barbados for
other plantations (33) and Dunn said the white population of the Leeward Islands was reduced
by 30 percent between 1678 and 1708. (34) According to Craven, in Colonies in Transition, prior
to the 1680's, the hopes which sustained the Carolina venture continued to depend chiefly upon
the migration of settlers from the older colonies, especially from the West Indies. (35) Smith
asserted that after 1670, the emigration of whites from the smaller islands at least equaled the
immigration. (36) Condon declared: "In [the] course of time many of those who had been
transported to the West
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Indies in this manner found their way to the colonies on the continent, in search of greater
freedom and a more healthful climate."(37)
All writers on the 17th century history agree that between one-half and two thirds of white
immigrants in the British West Indies and mainland America were servants, most of them
severely mistreated. Most all Irish immigrants were 'servants.' Irish were almost exclusively
Catholic (at least they were when they left Ireland) and most were of ancient Irish families even
though they appeared in English records as English, if recorded at all. After 20,000 Puritans
arrived in the American colonies from 1630-1640, migration of English colonists all but subsided.
Some writers say after 1640 only a trickle of English colonists arrived. In 1632, many Irish were
on Antigua. In 1637, 69 percent of whites on Montserrat were Irish. In 1650, 25,000 Irish were on
St. Kit's and Nevis and some were on other Leeward islands. In 1652, prior to the wholesale
transportation of Irish, most of 12 thousand political prisoners on Barbados were Irish. From 1651
to 1660, between 80,000 to 130,000 Irish were transported. From 1660-1700, there was a large
steady flow of Irish immigrants. Most whites, especially servants, slaves and small farmers went
to the American mainland for more freedom, a healthier climate and economic betterment. here
are no verifiable records on the white population of all the American colonies in the 17th century.
Some estimates include blacks, some do not. Some list only members of the Church of England.
Estimates are made for Barbados for a certain year while estimates are made for the Leeward
Islands for other years. The same applies to Jamaica and the mainland colonies. One estimate
for the mainland colonies, white and black included, was given at 204,000 in 1689.
In the absence of reliable records, I believe it is necessary to take the following into very serious
consideration: migration trends, creativity of people of varying national origin, laws in effect in the
country from which people migrated; the prevailing conditions in the country undergoing
emigration; the amount of control the emigrating people had over their own destiny; and the fact
that all American colonies both mainland and the West Indies were very intertwined, well over
one-half of white immigrants to the West Indies during the 17th century were Irish Catholic
servants, most who, in the course of time, abandoned the West Indies for the mainland American
colonies.
----------------------------*This article comes from the newsletter of the:
Political Education Committee (PEC)
American Ireland Education Foundation
54 South Liberty Drive, Suite 401
Stony Point NY 10980
1-914-947-2726
Its use does not imply their approval of The CATHOLIC Weekly nor
do we necessarily guarantee their perfection. The article is
consistent with the conditions which occurred during the English
"Reformation." -Ed.- Bibliography available on request.
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Wise Sayings
A wise man among the ignorant is as a beautiful girl in the company of blind men.
- Saadi
Age is a question of mind over matter. If you don't mind, it doesn't matter.
- Satchel Paige
An expert is a person who has made all the mistakes that can be made, in a very narrow
field.
- Niels Bohr
And in the end it's not the years in your life that count. It's the life in your years.
- Abraham Lincoln
Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.
- Pablo Picasso
As for me, all I know is that I know nothing.
- Socrates
At its core, bravado is insecure, jealous and self-protecting. Legitimate talent recognizes its
own innate riches and does not object to sharing.
- adapted from a quote by Alexander Solzhenitsyn
Be less curious about people and more curious about ideas.
- Marie Curie
Be more concerned with your character than your reputation, because your character is
what you really are, while your reputation is merely what others think you are.
- John Wooden
Be silent or let thy words be worth more than silence.
- Pythagoras
Beauty addresses itself chiefly to sight, but there is a beauty for the hearing too, as in
certain combinations so words and in all kinds of music; for melodies and cadences are
beautiful; and minds that lift themselves above the realm of sense to a higher order are
aware of beauty in the conduct of life, in actions, in character, in the pursuits of the intellect;
and there is the beauty of the virtues.
- Plotinus
Behold the turtle. He makes progress only when he sticks his neck out.
- James B. Conant
A sharp tongue sometimes cuts it own throat.
- Jim Scancarelli
A singer starts by having his instrument as a gift from God. When you have been given
something in a moment of grace, it is sacrilegious to be greedy.
- Marian Anderson
cont’d ..
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Being defeated is often a temporary condition. Giving up is what makes it permanent.
- Marilyn Vos Savant
Chance favors only the mind which is prepared.
- Louis Pasteur
Character contributes to beauty. It fortifies a woman as her youth fades. A mode of conduct,
a standard of courage, discipline, fortitude, and integrity can do a great deal to make a
woman beautiful.
- Jacqueline Bisset
Character is what you are in the dark.
- D.L. Moody
Children are like mosquitoes. The minute they stop making a noise, you know they're getting
into something.
Children have more need of models than of critics.
- Joseph Joubert
Comedy is tragedy plus time.
- Carol Burnett
Conceit is the most incurable disease that is known to the human soul.
- Henry Ward Beecher
Congress is so strange. A man gets up to speak and says nothing. Nobody listens...and
then everybody disagrees.
- Boris Marchalov
Conscience is a playback of the still small voice that told you not to do it in the first place.
Conscience is God's presence in man.
- Emanuel Swedenborg
Courage is not the absence of fear, but rather the judgment that something else is more
important than fear.
- Ambrose Redmoon
Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep.
- Scott Adams
A smile is the lighting system of the face and the heating system of the heart.
A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell where his influence stops.
- Henry B. Adams
A winner is someone who recognizes his God-given talents, works his tail off to develop
them into skills and uses these skills to accomplish his goals.
- Larry Bird
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9 December 2017
Christmas Dance
Good Shepherd Hall, 34 Academy Ave, Wheelers Hill 3150
Music by “Next Generation”
Smorgasbord by” Jolly J” - BYO
$45.00 per member - $50.00 per non- member
7.30pm to 12.30am

2018 - BAA Premises
26 January Australia Day- 12.00noon
11 March - Robin Foenander - “ A Dutch Tiffin” from 2.00pm
29 April - Buriyani Lunch - 12.00noon
24 June - “Winter Lunch” - 12.00noon
9 September - Singalong with Gastronomic Delights - 12.00noon
28 October - Hopper Galore - 12.00noon
2 December - Carols & Christmas Feast - 12.00noon

Book Early!
Please contact a Committee
Member for further details and
Tickets.
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